Authentic Communication
Rewards Of Participation Will Be...

_Discover the key factors that block effective communication
_Learn the secrets to unlocking your authentic voice
_Increase your self-awareness and EQ - 'Emotional Intelligence'

ABOUT THE WORKSHOP
Rhanda is passionate about communication, mediation and
dynamic resolutions. She has taught this engaging workshop to multiple groups and businesses for many years.
Rhanda has actually also had experience on both sides of
union negotiating tables!
Everyone wants to be heard, acknowledged and understood, yet many of us have not yet developed the awareness
and skills necessary. In this workshop, Rhanda will help you
identify your natural strengths and also explore habits and
beliefs that may get in the way of effective communication.
Communication is actually one component of emotional
intelligence, (EQ). Multiple Fortune 500 companies value
communication workshops because studies show that EQ is
an even greater determiner of effectiveness and success in
business and life than IQ.
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"Love this class! I plan to use the concepts Rhanda
teaches to improve both my personal and professional
relationships. A very worthwhile day."
"Rhanda is an excellent presenter with a calm and
thoughtful approach. She is engaging, informative,
personable and knowledgeable. I would definitely
recommend this course.”

You will leave with awareness, tools and practices
that will support and transform your internal,
interpersonal and professional growth
as a conscious and authentic communicator.

DATE: Saturday, June 29th
TIME: 10am - 5pm with a 1-hour lunch break
LOCATION: 1550 Spring Rd, Ste 215, Oak Brook. IL
COST: $200 per person.
TO REGISTER: email Rhanda@coachingforclarity.org
and pay a $50 deposit by cash, check or Paypal.
If you register yourself with a spouse, family
member, friend or colleague, you will receive one
$25 discount.
"Your insights and guidance have created a new sense of awareness
for recognizing the cause of problems and frustrations sooner
rather than later. Teaching us to address 'pinches' before they
become major problems has facilitated a level of open
communication that until now was non-existent."
—Laura Cooper, President of On The Level, Inc.

A B O U T T H E FA C I L I TAT O R
Rhanda Salameh is a business consultant, advisor, mentor, life
coach and licensed clinical therapist. She is also a speaker and
leads training workshops. She has been president and general
manager of a manufacturing company, has facilitated
round-tables of CEOs, and has been a consultant to multiple
family businesses on succession planning and the creation of
conscious business cultures that include authentic
communication. In addition to her business consulting, her
private practice includes individuals and couples and she has
been an administrator and supervisor at counseling centers.
Rhanda provides coaching and consulting with all local, national
and international clients and businesses on-site and online.

BE SUPPORTED, INSPIRED AND EMPOWERED
RHANDA SALAMEH, LCSW | RHANDA@COACHINGFORCLARITY.ORG | WWW.FINDYOURTRUESELF.COM | 630.655.3923

